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Abstract. Modern enterprise applications integrate various heteroge-
neous components, which management has to be suitably coordinated.
Being able to check whether the management allowed by the implemen-
tation of an application component conforms to a given specification
hence becomes crucial. One may indeed wish to replace component spec-
ifications with conforming implementations, by ensuring that already
planned management can be enacted, or that no additional (potentially
undesired) management activities get enabled. In this perspective, we
propose a parametric relation for testing the conformance of the man-
agement of application components, based on an existing formalism to
model multi-component application management (i.e., management pro-
tocols). We also discuss how such relation can be exploited to ensure
that replacing a specification with a conforming implementation contin-
ues to enable all already allowed management activities, and/or that no
additional (potentially undesired) management activity gets enabled.

1 Introduction

Automating the management of enterprise applications is currently a major is-
sue in IT [13]. Enterprise applications indeed integrate various components, and
automating the management of an application requires to suitably coordinate
the deployment, configuration and operation of its components [8]. This must be
done by considering all dependencies and interactions occurring among applica-
tion components, and the possibility of such components to fail or get stuck [15].

Replaceability is also to be supported [14], as application administrators may
wish to replace the specification of desired components with suitable implemen-
tations. In this perspective, for suitably replacing a component specification, a
candidate implementation must not only implement the specified business logic,
but also conform to the specified management. The latter would indeed mean
that the implementation of a component can be managed by executing the speci-
fied management operations in the specified order, that it properly interacts with
the other components forming an application, and that it handles potential fail-
ures as specified. In other words, a proper notion of “management conformance”
would hence allow application administrators to replace the specification of a
component with implementations that can be managed as specified, by also get-
ting guarantees on the way the implemented component interacts with the rest
of the application (and on the overall application management automation).



To this end, we define the notion of management conformance based on
management protocols [6], an existing approach for modelling multi-component
application management. Intuitively, a management protocol specifies the man-
agement behaviour of a component by means of a finite state machine, which
states model component states, and which transitions indicate which manage-
ment operations can be performed in a state. States and transitions are enriched
with conditions on the requirements of a component, and on the capabilities
it offers to satisfy the requirements of other components (bound to such capa-
bilities). Such conditions indicate which requirements must be satisfied while
residing in a state or to perform a transition, and the capabilities offered during
such state or transition to satisfy the requirements of other components. If some
requirements assumed in a state stop being satisfied, a fault handler explicitly
specifies how the component should react to such failure.

To define management conformance, we follow Tretmans’ idea of input/output
(I/O) conformance testing [21], by expressing the semantics of management pro-
tocols in terms of I/O labelled transition systems (IOLTS). We then exploit such
semantics to define a parametric relation for testing management conformance,
which can be instantiated into four different conformance testing relations. We
focus on I/O conformance testing rather than on formal verification for two
main reasons. I/O conformance testing is known to (i) be more suited for black-
box scenarios [21]. It indeed allows us to test whether an existing third-party
component conforms to a given specification, even if the such component is a
“black-box”, with the tester having no clue on how it has been implemented.
Conformance testing is also known to (ii) provide a higher degree of implementa-
tion freedom, as it delegates to developers the choice of how to implement some
under-/non-specified behaviour [19].

We then show how to instantiate the parametric relation for testing manage-
ment conformance into four different relations. We also discuss how such relations
can be used to check the replaceability of the specification of a component with
a conforming implementation, as well as how they constitute different trade-offs
among implementation freedom and guarantees obtained after replacing a spec-
ification with a conforming implementation. The choice of which conformance
relation to employ hence depends on the context and requirements of the tester,
who can reduce the amount of conforming implementations by considering rela-
tions fully preserving already allowed application management, or ensuring that
no novel, potentially undesired management activity gets allowed.

To summarise, the contributions of this paper are threefold. We provide (a)
an IOLTS semantics for the management protocols modelling the management
behaviour of application components. We present (b) a parametric relation for
testing management conformance (i.e., testing whether the management protocol
of a component implementation conforms to that of a component specification),
which permits instantiating four different conformance testing relations. We dis-
cuss (c) whether/how each relation ensures preserving the overall management
of an application after replacing a component specification with a conforming
implementation, or avoiding that undesired management activities gets enabled.



The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Sects. 2 and 3 provide some back-
ground and a motivating scenario, respectively. Sect. 4 illustrates how to test
management conformance in multi-component applications. Sects. 5 and 6 dis-
cuss related work and draw some concluding remarks, respectively.

2 Background: Management protocols

Topology graphs allow to model multi-component applications [3]. Each node in
a topology graph represents an application component, by describing its require-
ments, the operations to manage it, and the capabilities it features. Arcs then
model inter-component dependencies, by associating the requirements of a node
to the capabilities of other nodes that are used to satisfy such requirements.

Management protocols [6] describe how the management operations of a node
N depend on (i) other operations of the same node N and on (ii) operations
of other nodes providing the capabilities that satisfy the requirements of N .
The first kind of dependencies is described by a transition relation τ specifying
whether an operation o can be executed in a state s, and which state is reached
by executing o in s. The second kind of dependencies is described by associating
transitions and states with sets of requirements and capabilities. The require-
ments associated with a transition must be satisfied to allow its execution, while
those associated with a state must continue to be satisfied in order for N to
continue to work properly. The capabilities associated with a transition or state
are those offered by N during such transition or while residing in such state.

Management protocols also specify howN reacts when a fault occurs, i.e. when
N is in a state assuming some requirements to be satisfied, but some other node
stops satisfying such requirements. This is described by a transition relation ϕ
modelling the fault handling of N by specifying that its state changes from s to
s′ when some of the requirements it assumes in s stop being satisfied.

Definition 1 (Management protocol). Let N = 〈SN , RN , CN , ON ,MN 〉 be
a node, where SN , RN , CN , and ON are the finite sets of its states, requirements,
capabilities, and management operations.MN = 〈sN , ρN , χN , τN , ϕN 〉 is a finite
state machine defining the management protocol of N , where:

– sN ∈ SN is the initial state,
– ρN : SN → 2RN is a function indicating, for each state s ∈ SN , which

conditions on requirements must hold,
– χN : SN → 2CN is a function indicating which capabilities of N are con-

cretely offered in a state s ∈ SN ,
– τN ⊆ SN × 2RN × 2CN × ON × SN is a set of quintuples modelling the

transition relation, i.e., 〈s, P,X, o, s′〉 ∈ τN denotes that in state s, and if
condition P holds, o is executable and leads to state s′ (by maintaining the
capability in X during the transition), and

– ϕN ⊆ SN ×SN is a set of pairs modelling the fault handling for a node, i.e.,
〈s, s′〉 ∈ ϕN denotes that the node will change its state from s to s′ if some
of the requirements in ρN (s)− ρN (s′) stop being satisfied.



We hereafter assume management protocols to be complete (i.e., handling
all possible faults in all possible states) and race-free (i.e., handling faults so
that the simultaneous removal of multiple requirements has the same effect on
a node as any sequential removal of the same requirements). Construction rules
for ensuring both properties on any management protocol can be found in [6].

3 Motivating scenario

Consider the (toy) web-based application illustrated in Fig. 1. The application is
composed by a gui to which clients connect, and which relies on a backend api to
serve them. The api manages application data, by accessing the database where
such data is stored. The connections from gui to api and from api to database are
represented by arrows connecting a requirement of the source node to a capability
of the target node, hence modelling which component is offering the capability
used to satisfy a requirement of another component (i.e., the requirement db of
api is satisfied by the homonym capability of database, while its capability endp
is used to satisfy the homonym requirement of gui). The operations for managing
the lifecycle of each component are instead listed next to it.

Suppose that the overall application management has been planned by as-
suming that the allowed management behaviour for api is that specified by the
management protocol of api in Fig. 2(a). The latter indicates that the possi-
ble states of api are unavailable (initial), installed, started and failed. Operation
transitions allow the component to transit from a state to another by executing
the corresponding operation, with configure self-looping on state installed and
requiring db to be satisfied for being executable. No requirements are needed to
reside in states unavailable and failed, while requirement db is needed to reside
in states installed and started (hence requiring database to provide its capability
db to satisfy such requirement). If requirement db stops being satisfied while api
is installed or started, api gets failed. No requirement is instead needed by api to
perform any other transition or reside in any other state. Finally, state started
is the only state where api is actually providing its capability endp, hence also
being able to satisfy the requirement endp of gui.

Suppose now that we have a candidate implementation of api, provided by a
third-party and whose internals are not known. Suppose also that we observed
that such implementation can be managed according to the management proto-
col in Fig. 2(b). Can we use the candidate implementation of api in place of its
specification? If yes, which guarantees would we get on the overall application
management when enacting the replacement? For instance, we may wish to be

Fig. 1. Example of multi-component application.



sure that the overall management behaviour of the application is preserved, so
that already developed management plans will continue to work properly.

4 Testing conformance in application management

I/O conformance is usually defined between two IOLTS defining the operational
semantics of the formalism under consideration [21]. Thus, before defining man-
agement conformance, we first need to introduce an IOLTS semantics for man-
agement protocols.

4.1 IOLTS semantics of management protocols

Given a node N = 〈SN , RN , CN , ON ,MN 〉, we consider two kinds of input
actions for each state s ∈ SN , i.e., operation-invocation actions and requirement-
set actions. An operation-invocation action o↑ denotes the input due to the
invocation of an operation o ∈ ON in a state, while a requirement-set action R
(with R ∈ RN ) denotes a subset of the requirements of N that are satisfied by
capabilities provided by other components in the application.

We instead consider three different kinds of output actions for a node N ,
for observing outputs possibly occurring after input actions. An operation ter-
mination action o↓ notifies the completion of a previously invoked operation
o ∈ ON . A capability-set action allows to denote the set of capabilities that are
provided by N to the rest of the application. In addition, a special output symbol

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Examples of management protocols. States are denoted by circles, operation
transitions by solid arrows, and fault-handling transitions by dashed arrows. Conditions
on requirements and capabilities are specified by sets R and C, respectively.



⊥ 6∈ (RN ∪CN ∪ON ) is used to denote fault-handling actions, i.e., to explicitly
observe the activation of fault handlers.

Definition 2 (Input/output actions). Let N = 〈SN , RN , CN , ON ,MN 〉.
The I/O actions labelling alphabet is a set ActN = InN ∪OutN where

InN = {o↑ | o ∈ ON} ∪ 2RN and OutN = {o↓ | o ∈ ON} ∪ 2CN ∪ {⊥}.

We now define the IOLTS semantics of the management protocol MN =
〈sN , ρN , χN , τN , ϕN 〉 of a node N . The configurations XN of the IOLTS denoting
the semantics ofMN are given by the set of states SN of N , to which we add a
set of fresh configurations denoting the execution of operation and fault-handling
transitions, i.e., XN = (SN ∪ τN ) ∪ ϕN . The initial configuration of the IOLTS
corresponds to the initial state of MN , i.e., sN .

The transition relation over the configurations of the IOLTS semantics of
MN are instead obtained as follows.

– For each state s ∈ SN , two self-looping IOLTS transitions on s indicate the
sets of assumed requirements and capabilities provided by N in s.

– For each management protocol transition t = 〈s,R,C, o, s′〉 ∈ τN , four
IOLTS transitions are added. An input transition corresponding to the invo-
cation of o outgoes from s and targets t, while an output transition notifying
the completion of o outgoes from t and targets s′. Two transitions self-looping
on t instead indicate the sets R and C of requirements and capabilities as-
sociated with t, i.e., the input requirement-set and output capability-set.

– For each fault handler f = 〈s, s′〉 ∈ ϕN , and for each subset of requirements
assumed in s and handled by 〈s, s′〉, two IOLTS transitions are added. An
input transition labelled with the set R of remaining requirements (i.e., the
requirements that were assumed in s and that continue to be satisfied by
the rest of the application) goes from s to f , modelling the reaction of N to
the handled fault (i.e., the requirements in ρN (s)−R). An output transition
labelled with ⊥ instead goes from f to s′, allowing to explicitly observe the
issuing of a fault handler.

Definition 3 (IOLTS semantics). Let N = 〈SN , RN , CN , ON ,MN 〉 be a
node, with MN = 〈sN , ρN , χN , τN , ϕN 〉. The IOLTS semantics of the manage-
ment protocol MN of N is defined as a triple IN = 〈sN , XN ,→N 〉 where

XN = SN ∪ τN ∪ ϕN and →N ⊆ (XN ×ActN ×XN ),

with →N being the least relation such that

– ∀s ∈ SN . {〈s, ρN (s), s〉, 〈s, χN (s), s〉} ⊆→N ,
– ∀t = 〈s,R,C, o, s′〉 ∈ τN . {〈s, o↑, t〉, 〈t, R, t〉, 〈t, C, t〉, 〈t, o↓, s′〉} ⊆→N ,
– ∀f = 〈s, s′〉 ∈ ϕN .

∀R ⊂ ρN (s) : (ρN (s′) ⊆ R ∧ (@〈s, s′′〉 ∈ ϕN . ρN (s′) ⊂ ρN (s′′) ⊆ R)) .
{〈s,R, f〉, 〈f,⊥, s′〉} ⊆→N .



(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. IOLTS semantics of the management protocols in Fig. 2. Transitions labelled
with input actions are solid, while those labelled with output actions are dashed. Con-
figurations corresponding to states of management protocols are highlighted in grey.

Example. Fig. 3 illustrates the IOLTS semantics of the management protocols for
api in our motivating scenario (Fig. 2). In both IOLTS, configurations are given
by the union of the sets of states and transitions of the original management
protocol. One can readily observe how intermediate configurations allow to split
operation transitions into operation-invocation and operation completion.

Self-loops then model the conditions on requirements and capabilities associ-
ated with states and transitions. For instance, the configuration (corresponding
to state) started has two self-loops. The dashed self-loop models the fact that the
node is offering the capability endp while residing in state started, since it can
produce {endp} as output. The solid self-loop instead indicates that the node
keeps residing in state started if the requirement db continues to be satisfied,
since the configuration does not change when {db} is given as input.

The figure also shows how fault-handling transitions are split into two transi-
tions. Consider again started, whose corresponding state assumes db to be satis-
fied. If no requirement is given as input, this means that db stops being satisfied
and the configuration of the IOLTS changes from started to failing, from which
(the configuration corresponding to) state failed can be reached by producing



the output ⊥. The two transitions in the IOLTS model the corresponding fault-
handling transition in the original management protocol.

4.2 Input-enabledness

A crucial assumption in I/O conformance testing is input-enabledness of imple-
mentations under test, i.e., a candidate implementation under test will never
block any input action [21]. During our case, this means that a management
protocol is input enabled if its IOLTS semantics accepts any possible input in
any configuration corresponding to a state in the original management protocol.

Notation. Given the IOLTS semantics IN = 〈sN , XN ,→N 〉 of a management

protocolMN and a configuration x ∈ XN , x
σ−→N x′ and x

σ−→N (with σ ∈ Act∗N )
denote traces σ corresponding to valid paths in IN .

Definition 4 (Input-enabledness). Let IN = 〈sN , XN ,→N 〉 be the IOLTS
semantics of the management protocol of a node N . IN is input-enabled iff

∀x ∈ SN .∀i ∈ InN : x
i−→ .

The input-enabledness of a given management protocol can be ensured au-
tomatically. Intuitively, its IOLTS semantics can be automatically completed
by adding an input transition targeting a distinct sink configuration s⊥ (with
s⊥ /∈ XN ) for each unspecified input of each state s ∈ SN . Namely, an input
transition labelled with the set R of requirements is added if there is no input
transition outgoing from s and labelled with R. An input transition labelled with
the invocation of operation o is instead added if o cannot be invoked in s.

The sink state s⊥ is also made input-enabled, by adding a self-looping input
transition for each possible input. Furthermore, a self-looping output transition
on s⊥ is added, which is labelled with the special symbol ⊥. This allows to
explicitly observe that an unspecified input has been provided to the IOLTS,
as whenever this happens the IOLTS can provide ⊥ as output. Any unspecified
input action hence results in an (implicit) fault handling under input completion.
Example (cont.). Consider again the (a) management protocol specification and
(b) candidate implementation in our motivating example (Fig. 2). By looking at
their corresponding IOLTS semantics, shown in Fig. 3, one can readily observe
that both management protocols are not input-enabled, as each configuration
corresponding to a state of the protocol lacks some outgoing input transitions.
More precisely, there are some operation-invocation actions that are available in
each of such configurations, e.g., in the IOLTS semantics of both protocols there
is only one out of five operation-invocation actions defined for started.

I/O conformance testing requires implementations to be input-enabled [21].
To be able to test whether the candidate implementation of api conforms to
its specification, we hence need to make the IOLTS in Fig. 3(b) input-enabled.
The latter can be obtained by applying it to the above listed construction rules,
which results in the IOLTS shown in Fig. 4.



Fig. 4. Input-enabled version of the IOLTS in Fig. 3(b), obtained by input completion.

4.3 Conformance testing based on management protocols

We now introduce a formal framework for testing management conformance be-
tween application components. Suppose N to constitute the (fully known) spec-
ification of the intended management behaviour of an application component
and N ′ to constitute a candidate (black-box) implementation for N , both de-
fined over the same sets of requirements, capabilities and operations. Intuitively,
we wish to formally define an I/O conformance relation on management proto-
cols (mpioco), such that N ′mpiocoN denotes that the management behaviour
implemented by N ′ conforms to that specified by N , i.e., given the same inputs,
N ′ can produce the outputs specified by N . Given how we relate input and
outputs to requirements, operations and capabilities (Def. 2), this intuitively
means that given the same requirements and operations, N ′ can offer the capa-
bilities expected in N , hence meaning that N ′ can be used to replace N in a
multi-component application.

For defining mpioco, we first need to introduce the notions of quiescence and
suspension traces. We introduce a special output symbol δ /∈ (RN ∪ CN ∪ ON )
denoting quiescence, i.e., the observable absence of any output. In the IOLTS
semantics of a management protocol, quiescence occurs whenever a configuration
corresponds to a state not providing any capability. Suspension traces are then
defined by extending existing traces and allowing to explicitly observe quiescence.

Definition 5 (Quiescence and suspension traces). Let N = 〈SN , RN , CN ,
ON ,MN 〉 be a node and let IN = 〈sN , XN ,→N 〉 be the IOLTS semantics of
MN . Let also x ∈ XN be a configuration in IN .

− x is quiescent, denoted by δ(x) iff ∀C ⊆ CN : C 6= ∅ . x 6 C−→N , and

− straces(x) = {σ | x σ−→N}, where ∀x′ ∈ XN . x
′ δ−→N x′ if δ(x′).



We also need to introduce the notions of enabled outputs and reachability, to
identify the set of output symbols enabled by a set of configurations, and the
configurations that can be reached by performing a trace σ in a configuration x.

Definition 6 (Enabled outputs). Let N = 〈SN , RN , CN , ON ,MN 〉 be a node
and let IN = 〈sN , XN ,→N 〉 be the IOLTS semantics ofMN . The set of outputs
enabled in a configuration x ∈ XN is the least set out(x) such that

C ⊆ out(x) if x
C−→ and {⊥} ⊆ out(x) if x

⊥−→ and {δ} ⊆ out(x) if δ(s).

We also write out(X) to denote the outputs enabled in at least one of the con-
figurations in the set X ⊆ XN , i.e., out(X) =

⋃
x∈X out(x).

We define two different versions of reachability, distinguished by parameter γ. If
γ is “=”, transitions involving a set of requirements or capabilities are considered
only if the trace is delivering exactly that set of requirements or capabilities. In
the relaxed version with γ set to “≥”, a transition labelled with a set R′ of
requirements is considered if the trace is delivering at least the requirements in
R′, while one labelled with a set C ′ of capabilities is considered if the trace is
delivering at most the capabilities in C ′. Operation-invocation and operation-
completion transitions are instead always considered, independently of γ.

Definition 7 (γ-reachability). Let N = 〈SN , RN , CN , ON ,MN 〉 be a node
and let IN = 〈sN , XN , →N 〉 be the IOLTS semantics of MN . Let also x ∈ XN

be a configuration in IN and σ ∈ straces(x) be a suspension trace for x. The set
of γ-reachable configurations from x with σ is reachγ(x, σ) ⊆ XN , i.e., the least
set satisfying the following recursive rules:
−x ∈ reachγ(x, ε),

−x ∈ reach=(x′, σ) if x′
R′

−→N x′′ ∧R′ ⊆ RN ∧ σ = R′ · σ′′ ∧ x ∈ reach=(x′′, σ′′),

−x ∈ reach≥(x′, σ) if x′
R′

−→N x′′∧R′ ⊆ R ⊆ RN∧σ = R·σ′′∧x ∈ reach≥(x′′, σ′′),

−x ∈ reach=(x′, σ) if x′
C′

−→N x′′ ∧ C ′ ⊆ CN ∧ σ = C ′ · σ′′ ∧ x ∈ reach=(x′′, σ′′),

−x ∈ reach≥(x′, σ) if x′
C′

−→N x′′∧C ⊆ C ′ ⊆ CN∧σ = C ·σ′′∧x ∈ reach≥(x′′, σ′′),

−x ∈ reachγ(x′, σ) if x′
o↑

−→ x′′ ∧ o ∈ ON ∧ σ = o↑ · σ′′ ∧ x ∈ reachγ(x′′, σ′′), and

−x ∈ reachγ(x′, σ) if x′
o↓

−→ x′′ ∧ o ∈ ON ∧ σ = o↓ · σ′′ ∧ x ∈ reachγ(x′′, σ′′),
where · denotes concatenation (i.e., α · ω denotes an I/O action α followed by a
sequence ω of I/O actions).

We now formally define how to test the management conformance between
application components, by means of a parametric relation for testing manage-
ment conformance, which allows to obtain four different testing operators. The
latter are distinguished based on (a) the employed notion of γ-reachability and
on (b) the way non-deterministic output-behaviour is handled. Concerning (b),
we introduce some shorthand notations for comparing sets of sets, i.e., we write
Z ′ A Z ′′ to indicate that Z ′′ contains all sets in Z ′, and Z ′ w Z ′′ to indicate
that Z ′′ contains a superset of each set in Z ′.



Notation. Let Z ′ and Z ′′ be two sets. We write Z ′ A Z ′′ iff ∀z′ ∈ Z ′ : (∃z′′ ∈
Z ′′ : z′′ = z′), and Z ′ w Z ′′ iff ∀z′ ∈ Z ′ : (∃z′′ ∈ Z ′′ : z′′ ⊆ z′).

Intuitively, the implemented management of a node conforms to its specification
if, given a set of inputs, it can produce the expected outputs.

Definition 8 (mpioco). Let N = 〈SN , RN , CN , ON ,MN 〉 be a node, with
MN = 〈sN , ρN , χN , τN , ϕN 〉. Let N ′ = 〈S′N , RN , CN , ON ,M′N 〉 be another node,
with MN = 〈s′N , ρ′N , χ′N , τ ′N , ϕ′N 〉 being input-enabled. Let also β ∈ {A,w} and
γ ∈ {=,≥}.

N ′mpiocoβ,γ N ⇔ ∀σ ∈ straces(sN ) . out(reachγ(s′N , σ))β out(reachγ(sN , σ)).

Note that if γ is = and β is A, an implementation conforms to a specification
only if it produces the set of desired capabilities given exactly the same sets
of requirements. Setting γ to ≥ or β to A results in more flexibile relations
of management conformance. With γ set to ≥, conformance occurs also if the
implementation needs less requirements and provides more capabilities. With β
set to w, conformance occurs also if the implementation can produce at least
one of the expected sets of capabilities, hence allowing specifications to exhibit
non-deterministic output behaviour.

Example (cont.). Consider again our motivating scenario, where we have a spec-
ification of api and a possible implementation for such component, which we
hereafter denote with apiS and apiI , for simplicity. The IOLTS semantics of the
management protocol of apiS is in Fig. 3(a), while the input-complete IOLTS
semantics of the management protocol of apiI is in Fig. 4.

By applying the different conformance testing relations to both IOLTS, one
can check that apiI mpiocoA,≥ apiS and apiI mpiocow,≥ apiS (while the same does
not hold for the relations with γ set to =). This means that the candidate im-
plementation apiI can be used to replace the desired specification apiS . However,
which guarantees on the overall application management are given when enact-
ing the replacement? Is every possible trace of management preserved? Is there
any (potentially undesired) additional trace that gets enabled?

4.4 Which conformance tests to run?

The different notions of mpioco not only allow to check management confor-
mance, but they can also ensure different properties while replacing a component
specification with a conforming implementation. More precisely, mpioco relations
vary based on the parameters γ and β, and stricter mpioco relations are obtained
when employing stricter constraints on γ and β, i.e., setting γ to = and β to
A. Both restrictions induce additional guarantees on the overall management
behaviour of a multi-component application (Table 1).

Whenever the implementation of a node conforms to a specification with γ
set to =, this means that the implementation needs the same sets of requirements
in states and transitions, and that it provides the same sets of capabilities. As
a result, after replacing the specification with the conforming implementation



Table 1. Additional guarantees on overall application management, after replacing a
specification with a conforming implementation, with mpioco varying on β and γ.

γ set to = γ set to ≥

β set to A
existing traces preserved

existing traces preserved
no additional traces

β set to w no additional traces -

in an applicaton, no additional trace in the overall management behaviour is
introduced. This intuitively holds since the execution of operations and fault
handlers is constrained by conditions on requirements and capabilities, which do
not change after enacting the replacement.

On the other hand, the implementation of a node can conform to a specifi-
cation with β set to A only if such specification is deterministic in its output
behaviour. The latter happens only if the specification does not contain non-
deterministic branches, and (given Def. 8) it can be proved that this means that
any conforming implementation implements all its viable paths. This in turn
means that setting β set to A results in preserving all possible traces in the
overall management behaviour of an application.

Which of the restrictions to employ strictly depends on the guarantees that an
application administrator wishes to have. If an application administrator wishes
to replace the specification of a component by preserving the overall management
behaviour of the application it appears in, she must test the management confor-
mance of a candidate implementation with β set to A. The latter was precisely
the case in our motivating scenario, and since the candidate implementation of
api shown to be conforming to the desired specification with β and γ set to A
and ≥, we can use such implementation to replace the given specification.

Alternatively, if an application administrator wishes to replace the speci-
fication of a component by ensuring that no additional management trace is
introduced, she has to test for management conformance with γ set to =. This
is not to be underestimated, as enabling additional management activities while
considering interdepedent components may result in some undesired situation.
For instance, suppose that a component specification requires a VPN in some
state to encrypt its communications. By employing the relaxed version of γ, an
implementation not requiring any VPN would conform the specification, even
if it this would mean that after enacting the replacement the component would
not be exploiting any VPN to encrypt its communications.

5 Related work

Various approaches allow to check whether an existing implementation can be
used to replace the specification of a desired application component, e.g., [4], [5],
[9], [11], and [12] just to mention some. Such approaches typically consider an
implementation as suitable to replace a specification if the implementation can
provide (at least) the desired outputs if provided with (at most) the same inputs,



by also providing techniques for adapting matching implementations to exhibit
the specified I/O behaviour. Their goal is indeed to enact the replacement of a
component specification with a suitable implementation, by ensuring that the
overall application behaviour is preserved, which in our case can be obtained by
exploiting mpioco with β restricted to A. Our approach is instead intended to
support application administrators in a wider set of scenarios, varying on the
guarantees she wishes to get on the overall management of an application.

Similar arguments apply to the approach proposed in [17]. The latter propose
an approach for checking that the interactions with a service in a multi-service
application (including the handling of potential exceptions) conforms the be-
haviour specified by the service itself, hence focusing on preserving the overall
application behaviour. Our approach applies to a wider set of scenarios, depend-
ing on desired guarantees on the overall application management behaviour.

To offer such a wider support, we exploit the potentials of Tretmans’ I/O
conformance testing theory [21]. There exists various heterogeneous extensions
and variations of the I/O conformance testing theory, and the closest to ours
are those dealing with (i) the implementation freedom given by specifications
with non-deterministic output behaviour, with (ii) fault handling, and with (iii)
guarantees on the overall application behaviour after replacing a component
specification with a conforming implementation.

Approaches worth mentioning for what concerns implementation freedom are
[2], [10] and [18]. [2] extends I/O conformance testing for dealing with software
product lines, by allowing them to exhibit a fine-grained behavioral variabil-
ity controlled by feature selection. [10] and [18] give implementation freedom
by introducing modality in I/O conformance testing, i.e., allowing to distin-
guish between mandatory and optional output behaviour. Various other existing
approaches define modal conformance as alternating simulation relations [1],
where conformance is lifted from simple trace inclusion to an alternating simula-
tion preorder [22, 16]. However, none of the above approaches allows to capture
the implementation freedom characterising conformance testing on management
protocols, e.g., allowing an implementation to conform to a given specification
even if the former needs less requirements or provides more capabilities.

To the best of our knowledge, ours is also the first approach for testing con-
formance for software systems with explicit fault-handling. Only [19] and [20]
consider explicit failure states, but for different purposes. They indeed consider
failure states as forbidden states, to suspend test runs in case of forbidden inputs.
However, [19] and [20], as well as no other approach for conformance testing, cur-
rently support the explicit specification and testing of fault-handling mechanisms
such as those provided by management protocols.

In summary, to the best of our knowledge, ours is the first approach for testing
conformance of the management allowed by the implementation of a component
with respect to that of its specification. Our approach distinguishes from exist-
ing solutions for checking behaviour-aware replaceability in terms of supported
scenarios, enabled by the proposed relation of conformance testing. The latter is
itself the first relation providing the freedom to implement a specification by re-



quiring less and offering more, as well as dealing with explicit fault-handling and
with different operators for combining the behaviour of application components.

6 Conclusions

We have presented an approach for testing management conformance in multi-
component applications. More precisely, we proposed a parametric relation for
testing whether the management allowed by an existing component conforms to
a desired specification, modelled with management protocols [6]. Our paramet-
ric relation can be instantiated into four different conformance testing relations,
spanning from that giving higher implementation freedom, to more restricting
relations ensuring that replacing a specification with a conforming implementa-
tion continues to enable all already allowed management activities, and/or that
no additional (potentially undesired) management activity gets enabled.

We also discussed how the different conformance testing relations can be used
to check the replaceability of the specification of a component with a conforming
implementation, and how the choice of which relation to exploit strictly depends
on the desiderata of an application administrator. She may decide to reduce
implementation freedom (hence restricting the set of implementations conform-
ing to a given specification), if she wishes to ensure that the overall application
management is fully preserved after replacing a specification with a conforming
implementation, or that no undesired management activity gets enabled.

We now plan to provide a first prototype for testing management confor-
mance in multi-component applications and to use such a prototype to validate
our approach in practice. We also plan to extend the supported conformance
tests, by relying on more expressive versions of management protocols (e.g.,
truly concurrent management protocols [7]), and by extending the degree of
implementation freedom (e.g., by introducing modality, as [10] and [18] do for
different purposes). We also plan to investigate whether and how to adapt our
conformance testing approach to other approaches for modelling the manage-
ment of multi-component applications, e.g., the Aeolus component model [13].
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